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"Why" or "why not" responses to question "if you had to do it over again, would you choose
to attend UWM?"
Affordable university with ample resources for undergraduate education
As a commuter, the campus' open atmosphere is welcoming.
Because my mother is an alumni in the Nursing program.
For the most part I was happy with UWM.   
I am in the consortial nursing program at UW Parkside and I wouldn't have wanted to do it any other way. I
have had great teachers and a great experience.
I believe our clinical experiences should have been more organized, more intense, and we should have had
more choices.
I believe my experiences here were very beneficial to my overall learning experiences.
I met many different people and had many different experiences. I feel I have grown so much from these
experiences.
I chose UWM because it was the closest university to my residence. I wish more classes were offered on-line.
I chose UWM because of the price and the location. My experience was pretty positive at UWM.
I think it is out of touch with the student.
I do not feel that I received enough hands on, practical experience to enter the work force with full confidence.
I felt that the curriculum in my program could have been more focused on patient care without sacrificing the
community based focus on nursing.
I found UWM to have the best nursing program and the best instructors.
I had a great experience with the Nursing department at UWM. Also, UWM is cheaper than Alverno and
Marquette.
the way the students were informed about issues affecting the program.
I like the variety of activities in Milwaukee, from campus-related events to cultural happenings. The school of
nursing was also very good.
I liked going to a school where I could still be close to my friends and family
I loved the program and the different choices of times for classes. the professors were awesome and a great
aid in my learning
I really had a great experience with the School of Nursing
I really like the faculty.
I received the personalized care and attention that is needed while working your way through a tough
curriculum.
I started At Alverno & transferred. I wish I had come right here to start. I enjoyed my educational experience
here and the entire university was great.
I was looking into small class room size.
I was not entirely satisfied with the clinical experiences.
I wish I would have got a more varied clinical experience.
It has been a challenging but fulfilling experience.
It has overall very cultural diversify to all students. In addition, the overall programs of all academic areas are
appropriate with enough support from the UWM faculty.
It was a good experience.
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It was a good school. The nursing program was good. However, I commuted to school and it was more difficult
to get to know others.
It was nice that the nursing program at Parkside was a consortial program through UWM. I liked that it was
close to home and the instructors were great.
My credits from previous universities transfered well.
Other schools offer better clinical experiences in the nursing program. This is relevant to UW-Parkside, not
UWM
Overall I had a very good experience at UWM. However, I would recommend revising the clinical experiences.
Overall, my experience with the nursing program was fair.
advising, grading criteria was not appropriate for courses
Proximety to home, low costs
Proximty to home and finances played a role.
The academic program at the college of nursing was not as rigorous as my first degree in biochemistry from
UW-Madison.  
The college of nursing has excellent faculty, who are very supportive. I enjoyed my experience within the
college of nursing.
The consortial nursing program offered in Kenosha was ideal for me. If I had to commute to Milwaukee, it may
have taken me alot longer to finish the program.
The nursing clinical rotations were so limited.
The nursing program needs to looked at.
The people in the CNP program do everything they can to support ADN nurses to complete their BSN.
The registration process for the nursing undergraduate is unreasonable.
There was not enough clinical experience offered.
UWM was able to give the feeling of large city while still maitaining a small town feeling on campus.
UWM's College of Nursing has a wonderful program! It's extremely challenging, which only worked to
strengthen my existing abilities as a student.
close to home
it's close to home, i have had no problems with uwm, and l love the online availability of courses.
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